We present an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) that uses a pump pulse shape tailored by stimulated Brillouin scattering. The theoretical analysis is carried out for comparison between Gaussian pump and the step function pulse pump. The steep leading edge of the pulse helps minimize the buildup time of the OPO when applied to step function pulse. The study then focuses on obtaining step function pulse through stimulated Brillouin scattering pulse compression. With this control of the pump pulse's temporal shape, the experimental OPO energy conversion efficiency is 34.3%. Compared with an OPO pumped by a Gaussian-shaped pulse, the oscillation threshold is reduced and the energy conversion efficiency is improved by around 10%.
Introduction
Optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are an effective way to generate coherent radiation at wavelengths where existing lasers perform poorly, or none are available [1] , [2] . OPOs have many features useful for applications, such as a wide range of potential wavelengths plus the capability of tuning individual lines [3] . Device designs are flexible, with elements being either intracavity or extracavity in a solid state laser system. An OPO down-converts a high intensity pulsed pump laser beam into signal and idler frequencies. However, the efficiency of the process is limited, as pump energy is lost during buildup of the oscillation [3] , [4] . As the gain is not then linear in the pump power, the pump pulse shape has a significant impact on the OPO efficiency.
Previous work has focused on Gaussian input pulses, as these are easily achieved by an oscillator. The buildup time and threshold have been theoretically analyzed [5] and experimentally investigated [6] . In particular, Brosnan and Byer [7] reported that the shorter the input pulse, the lower the threshold energy; thus, a steeper pulse front is more conducive to the establishment of oscillation. In more recent studies, Zachary et al. [8] refined that approach by tailoring the pump's temporal shape into a double rectangular pulse, whereby the build-up time and back-conversion are minimized and the conversion efficiency is improved. Moreover, Aoust et al. [9] , [10] theoretically investigated pulsed OPOs and showed that the optimal pump pulse shape is a double rectangle. However, a double rectangular pulse is difficult to achieve in a solid-state oscillator, and introducing an arbitrary waveform generator in an all-fiber system will greatly increase costs. To avoid this drawback, while improving conversion efficiency, a novel pulse shaping method is needed.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) has been widely considered for different media to provide pulse compression [11] - [14] and phase conjugation [15] - [18] . The wave-front will get distorted in laser amplifiers, the phase conjugation principle of SBS can be used to correct this distortion. Given this, previous work has combined OPO with SBS for phase conjugation and tunable pulse width [19] . However, high pulse width compression ratio is not appreciated, for narrow pump pulses will reduce the number of oscillations in the cavity of an OPO, and energy extraction efficiency gets decreased. To solve this problem, a well-designed pulse compression structure to achieve step-function pulse is proposed to solve the above problem while providing phase conjugation and pulse shaping. This technique is very simple and applicable to high-efficiency optical parametric oscillator.
In this paper, we propose a pulse shaping method based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). The pump pulse of the OPO is modulated by SBS pulse compression into a two-section shaped pulse with a steep front edge. Theoretically, a pulse shape like this can significantly minimize the build-up time and threshold of the OPO and improve the conversion efficiency without greatly increasing costs. This method has been experimentally tested on a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser system, and compared with a Gaussian pump pulse OPO.
SBS Theory
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of using SBS pulse compression to achieve this pulse shape. The form of equations is expected due to the electrostrictive force on the medium, the spatial derivatives of the acoustic field have been neglected as the acoustic wave does not propagate significantly on the timescale of the scattering. The SBS equations can be expressed as [4] :
where E S , E p represent the Stokes and the pump optical fields in the SBS process, ρ represents the acoustic field, ρ 0 is the average density, n is the refractive index of the medium, c is the speed of light, γ is the electrostrictive coefficient, and B is the Brillouin gain linewidth, τ B = 1/ B is the phonon lifetime. Equation (3) can be solved by Fourier transformation, the wave equations can be expressed as [20] : Here, g = is the steady-state gain coefficient and
for t ࣙ 0. For t < 0, f(t) = 0. The Brillouin shift is denoted by B . The Stokes signal is generated from spontaneous noise in the medium. The fluorocarbon Brillouin medium used here doesn't have absorption band at 1064 nm, so the absorption loss of pump and Stokes is ignored. The SBS Stokes seed is generated in SBS medium at high pump intensity, and then seed interact with the pump and the Stokes gets amplified, this process is described by Eqs (4) to (6) . For numerical solution, the split-step method is used here to solve these equations. There are two descriptions of the initial Stokes signal. One is that the Stokes signal is generated by the spontaneous scattering of the pump light [21] . The other is that the initiation of SBS is caused by Langevin noise in the medium [22] . In this paper, we combine the two models together; both spontaneous scattering and Langevin noise are considered. As the intensity of spontaneous scattering is stronger than Langevin noise. In simulation, the Langevin noise added to the spontaneous scattering signal is considered as the modulation of the initial signal. This is used as the boundary condition of the Stokes signal in the theoretical analysis. Under interactions with the acoustic field, energy is transferred from the pump to the oppositely-propagating Stokes signal.
In this paper, FC-770, a kind of liquid fluorocarbon at room temperature, which is composed of C 4 F 9 NO is used as Brillouin medium. It has phonon lifetime of 0.6 ns and gain coefficient of 3.5 cm/GW. In simulations, the SBS setup is a one-stage 60 cm long cell preceded by a 35 cm focal length lens. As shown in Fig. 1 , the compressed Stokes pulse varies with the pump peak intensity, as indicated. At low intensity, SBS radiation is not generated because the power density in the leading edge of the pump pulse is below the threshold. However, when the peak pump intensity exceeds the threshold, a Stokes pulse is excited by the interaction between the pump and acoustic fields. With increased pump peak intensity, the Stokes signal is generated earlier, but the pulse rise time falls. Therefore, the pump intensity in the SBS cell should be carefully controlled to achieve a step-function pulse. 
OPO Simulation
The equations governing the OPO can be expressed as [4] :
where A S , A l and A i represent the signal, the pump, and the idler optical field in the OPO, respectively, d eff represents the effective value of nonlinear coefficient. The OPO signal and idler originates from parametric fluorescence and get amplified in the resonant oscillator. We used split-step method here to numerically solve these equations. According to previous reports, the ideal pulse shape for an OPO pump source has a short and intense leading edge. This increases nonlinear gain and reduces the build-up time of the signal and idler pulses. The succeeding pulse should have a constant, lower intensity, sufficient to allow signal and idler conversion, but not so high as to cause energy back-conversion by sum-frequency generation.
As shown in Figure 2 , the simulation result shows the OPO signal conversation efficiency varies with the rising part of the pump pulse. The peak power of pump pulse is set to 30 MW in theoretical analysis. It can be observed from the simulations results that reducing the pump pulse rising time will effectively improve the signal energy conversation efficiency. This is because that the front part with low power cannot amplify the noise significantly. But a steep rising part will reduce the build-up time of OPO and then improve conversation efficiency.
The signal from optical parametric oscillator is initiated from spontaneous parametric emission [23] . Under the effect of the cavity coating and the phase matching condition of the crystal angle, the signal light stands out from the noise. In simulations, spontaneous parametric emission of signal and idler acts as the boundary condition of the equation. A plane-parallel resonant oscillator is designed for the optical parametric process, for the gain associated with the process of optical parametric amplification can in the presence of feedback produce oscillation. The output mirror is assumed to have a reflection of 80% for the signal (800 nm), and a high transmission for the pump (532 nm) and idler (1588 nm); the input mirror has a signal reflection of 99%, and a high transmission for the pump and the idler. The crystal assumed here is 10 mm thick KTP. Figure 3 shows the simulations of the signal and idler for pumping by a 6 ns (FWHM) Gaussian pulse. It is observed that the leading part of the pump pulse does not become depleted, as the pump intensity is low and cannot amplify the noise to a significant level of signal or idler. The build-up of the OPO requires a significant time and half of the pump energy is wasted in this process. The signal conversion efficiency is 10.3% here.
Simulations of the signal and idler when pumped by an SBS compressed pulse are shown in Fig. 4 . The SBS pulse is assumed to be made up of two different sections: a leading portion with a high intensity and a steep front edge, and a following section that eventually decays. As the theoretical results show, this pulse shape significantly reduces the build-up time for OPO. Compared to the Gaussian pump pulse, the signal pulse is formed earlier, and comes closer to being aligned with the front edge of the pump pulse. Therefore, a higher utilization of the pump pulse is achieved; the conversion efficiency of the signal energy is 22.3%.
The SBS-shaped pulse has a rise time of 200 ps, much shorter than the 4.5 ns rise time of the Gaussian pulse. The OPO build-up time is then significantly reduced by use of an SBS-shaped pump pulse. This leads to a lower OPO threshold and a higher conversion efficiency.
Experiment and Discussion
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5 . A single longitudinal mode Nd:YAG oscillator with a 3 mm diameter output beam is used as the initial seed. The linearly polarized output beam passes through an isolation system, which is composed of two polarizers (P1, P2), a Faraday isolator (FR), and a half-wave plate (H1). The beam is then expanded to twice its size by two lenses (L1 f = −50 mm, L2 f = 100 mm) to 6 mm diameter. After two reflections from the mirrors (M1, M2), the laser beam is injected into a Nd:YAG amplifier and then into a one-stage SBS pulse compressor; a quarter-wave plate (Q1) is added before the SBS pulse compressor to change the beam polarization from linear to circular.
The length of the SBS cell is 80 cm; a convex lens (L3 f = 30 cm) focuses the beam into the cell. This SBS pulse compressor also acts as a phase conjugate mirror; the reflected Stokes beam is phase-conjugated, its polarization is perpendicular to the pump after returning through Q1 and it is then extracted at P3. For the Gaussian-shaped pump pulse experiments, the SBS pulse compressor is replaced by a reflection mirror (M0).
After reflection by mirror M3, the laser is injected into the second Nd:YAG amplifier and is frequency doubled by a KTP (θ = 58.2, ϕ = 0) crystal; a half-wave plate (H2) is used to satisfy polarization matching. The efficiency of double frequency is 38%. Finally, the laser is injected into the linear OPO cavity after reflection by two mirrors (BS1, M4, BS represents beam splitter).
In the OPO cavity, a second KTP crystal (θ = 90, ϕ = 23.5), of size 10 × 10 × 10 mm 3 , is used. Both crystals are antireflection coated (AR) for 532 nm (pump), 800 nm (signal), and 1588 nm (idler). As shorter cavity length helps to minimize the OPO threshold, a length of 15 mm is chosen for the experiments. The input mirror has reflectance of 99% at 800 nm and 99% transmittance at 532 nm. The output mirror has a transmittance of 20% to the signal wavelength.
In the experiments, the pulses are detected and measured by an optical probe (Ultrafast UPD-50-UP). The results are displayed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO71254C) and a PE50 (OPHIR) energy meter is used.
To achieve the step-function pulse, the SBS structure assumed here is a one-cell structure. Pulse compression to sub-nanoseconds laser pulses will reduce the oscillation period in the cavity, which is not suitable for the improvement of OPO efficiency. Through pulse compression to achieve a step-function pulse with a steep front part with high power to reduce OPO signal creation time and a long trailing part to provide more energy for oscillation is the ideal OPO pump source.
Based on SBS pulse compression to generate a step-function pulse [24] , the interaction length the pump light in Brillouin medium should be well controlled. So a 30 cm focal length lens is selected to provide low pulse compression ratio.
The pump pulse generated by the Nd:YAG oscillator and the compressed Stokes pulse returned from the SBS cell are shown in Fig. 6 . As simulation results are shown in Figure 1 , the pump intensity in the generator cell must be carefully controlled relative to the gain saturation region to achieve this pulse shape. In comparison with the experimental results shown in Figure 6 , the output Stokes pulse waveform is consistent with the simulation results. At low pump intensity, the origin of the Stokes signal will move close to the pump peak power. Under this condition, the Stokes pulse does not have a steep front part. With the increasing of the pump intensity, the origin of the Stokes signal moves to the pulse front in the pump domain. And the Stokes pulse front side is divided into two parts, a steep side and a Gaussian like part to the peak power. This Stokes pulse is also difficult to improve extraction efficiency to the OPO process. The Stokes pulse that is a step-function pulse only under suitable pump injection conditions. By analyzing the SBS energy extraction efficiency under this condition, it is found that the step-function pulse is most easily obtained when the injected pump intensity has just reached the energy conversion efficiency flat zones. The pump intensity must be carefully controlled to achieve the ideal waveform.
The SBS medium used in experiments is FC-770 with a gain coefficient of 3.5 cm/GW and a phonon lifetime of 0.6 ns (@1064 nm). The pump pulse for the SBS cavity has a 6 ns FWHM Gaussian shape, and the SBS compressor is designed as one-stage with a short focal-length structure and is pumped at low intensity. This SBS pulse compression structure also acts as a phase conjugation mirror. The compressed Stokes output pulse has a step shape with a 180 ps rise time. The Stokes pulse acts as the OPO pump after being amplified in the second Nd:YAG amplifier. The half-wave plate (H3) is used to obtain polarization matching in the OPO crystal.
The energy and conversion efficiency of the signal pulse are measured as functions of pump energy, as shown in Fig. 7 . Initially, we use a reflective mirror after amplifier 1 (replacing the SBS cell), and the pump pulse in the OPO has a Gaussian shape (Fig. 7(a) ). When the pump energy is below 16 mJ, no signal light is observed. Beyond the OPO threshold, the energy conversion efficiency gradually increases, and eventually saturates. At a pump energy of 89.9 mJ, the stable energy conversion efficiency is 25.6%.
Subsequently, we replaced the reflective mirror by the SBS cell, which acts as a phase conjugation mirror. The pump pulse for the OPO is now an SBS compressed pulse. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the threshold of the OPO for pump energy is 13 mJ. When the OPO pump energy exceeds the threshold energy, the output energy at the signal wavelength increases with it. The conversion efficiency increases rapidly at the beginning, but grows less rapidly when the pump energy exceeds roughly 55 mJ. Finally, when the pump energy reaches 75.3 mJ, the output signal energy is 27.3 mJ, with a conversion efficiency of 35.8%.
In comparison with using a mirror, this SBS-PCM reduces the output energy of Nd:YAG amplifier 1. Thus the input energy of the OPO reduces from 100 mJ to 80 mJ. For further improvements, the input energy of OPO can be improved by Nd:YAG amplifiers with higher energy storage. Furthermore, the OPO crystal can be changed to periodically poled crystal for higher conversation efficiency.
Traditional research on the combination of SBS and OPO with solid-state lasers is largely directed at the characteristics of SBS phase conjugation: the SBS cell is used as a phase conjugation mirror to compensate for the wave-front distortion in the preamplifier, which then improves the near-field quality of the OPO output. In this paper, SBS is also used for pulse shaping. In a SBS one-stage cell, a two-section pulse with a steep front edge can be achieved with reasonable parameters for the pump and the optical layout. In comparison with the Gaussian pulse used to pump an OPO, the SBS-shaped pulse can significantly reduce the build-up time of the OPO signal, thereby reducing the OPO threshold and improving the OPO conversion efficiency.
Conclusion
Stimulated Brillouin scattering was used to shape the pump pulse of an OPO and achieve high conversion efficiency. Simulations were used to describe how a desired two-section pulse could be achieved by SBS pulse compression, and how this shaped pulse could reduce the OPO threshold and improve conversion efficiency. The theoretical basis was experimentally tested, with results showing that the conversion efficiency of an OPO could be increased by 10% by this method, compared to traditional OPO pulse shaping studies based on an all-fiber arbitrary waveform generator system. Our proposed method is simpler, with reduced costs.
